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Introduction

This paper presents the methodology for leveragin
rich database of self-selected customer audits into estim
of population energy use, EUIs, and saturations.  Utilit
that have conducted extensive audits with a standard
audit tool should possess data amenable to the desc
methodology.  The methods presented below were utili
for an analysis of Dayton Power and Light Compan
(DP&L’s) Business and Government (e.g. C&I) custome
The analysis was based primarily on customer data colle
through the utility’s B&G (Business and Government) Aud
program, with supplemental information from other source

DP&L initiated this study to develop characteristics 
their nonresidential customer segments.  The primary ob
tive was to develop better inputs for their forecasting mod
In addition, this study provided better information for pla
ning and assessment of customer programs and serv
Results of this study have been used by:

• auditors to target customers for special audits for
performance contracts;

• the marketing department for segmentation and
targeted marketing;

• the evaluation group to confirm basic customer in-
formation;  and,

• managers to improve the quality of future audits.

This study was designed to take advantage of the
tensive data that have been collected at DP&L for the B
audit program of approximately 5,000 accounts over 5 ye
The audit database included detailed information on build
structure, equipment, energy usage by end uses, and s
footage (so EUIs could be derived at the end-use lev
DP&L wanted to use this rich source of data to develop fo
cast inputs.  There were a number of obstacles to overc
in the development process:

• the participants in the audit program were self-
selected, not representative;

• DP&L did not trust their SIC on their billing sys-
tem, therefore no internal building type totals of
energy use could be derived; and,

• over the four years of auditing, there had been
changes in the data collection and coding system,
and therefore cleaning and screening was a majo
task.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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The major steps in the study were the following:

• Data screening and cleaning (sounds obvious and
boring, but in actuality it was complex, major, and
boring)

• Post-Stratification
• Estimation of Population Estimates

The data sources utilized in this effort included:

• an audit data base of approximately 5000 custom-
ers;

• customer billing data; and,
• Dun and Bradstreet data specific to the geographic

areas covered by DP&L.

The segments of interest to DP&L were defined b
the type of activity taking place in the building.  For the
audited buildings, the building type was part of the audit r
cord.  However, for the general population of business a
government customers, building types were not know
Thus, for example, while the energy intensities of large an
small office buildings can be determined from the audit dat
the total size of DP&L’s office sector was not known.

Because of self-selection, it is likely that the propor
tion of office buildings (used for segmentation) among th
audited customers was not equivalent to the ratio of offic
buildings in the general population.  Similarly, at the sub
segment level, it is likely that large and small buildings wer
disproportionately represented among the audits compared
DP&L’s actual population of office buildings.

To reduce the possible bias due to this self-selection
weighting scheme was used.  The weight assigned to e
audit was the number of buildings in the population repr
sented by the audited building.  These weights were dev
oped from supplemental information on the size of the cu
tomer segments in DP&L’s service territory.  Specifically
the audit data set was post-stratified using Dun and Bra
street data.  Totals and ratios of totals (such as energy 
demand per square foot) were calculated using the po
stratification weights.  Figure 1 below shows a schematic 
the general steps used to derive the population estimates.

The remainder of the this paper will detail the step
which were implemented for DP&L.  Also included are in
sights for improving the process for future studies of th
nature.
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Audit Data

Merge

Aggregate to
Premise Level

Define Each Observation as a
Business Type/Size Category

Compute Total by Business
Type/Size

Compute Weight by
Business/SizeCategory

Assign Weights to
Each Observation

Compute Energy Estimates

Billing
Data

Sample Frame
Population (Dun &

Bradstreet) Data

Define Service
Territory Frame by

Zip Code

Compute Totals by
Business Type/Size

Category

Figure 1

Data Sources

This study is based on analysis of existing data, 
marily the DP&L audit data collected on B&G customers

This analysis was based primarily on data from 
following sources.

• An audit data base.  DP&L has an on-going au
program whose primary benefit to the customers
that they receive energy conservation recommen
tions.  DP&L utilized the Energy Analysis Syste
(EAS) system for their on-site audit program.  Sim
larly, many utilities have access to comparable, 
site data from XENCAP audits, or utility audit pr
grams.

• Customer billing records
• Dun and Bradstreet

These sources are described below.

Audit Data Base
The primary basis of this study is the EAS audit d

collected by DP&L.  The audit data base included 4,
audits, conducted over a period from 1991 to 1995.  The
resulting from an audit consist of two different types of fi
of interest.
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Firmographic.  This file is organized as one observa-
tion per audit.  The variables of interest include data on:

Address
SIC Code (audit)
Building Type
Floor Space
Employment
Account Number
Operating Schedule Information.

End-Use Equipment Currently Present.  There is one
file for each of the following categories per audit:

HVAC
Lighting
DHW
Motors
Refrigerators
Miscellaneous.

Each observation is associated with an equipme
type (or group of similar equipment). The variables of inter
est include data on: Equipment description; annual kWh an
average annual kW; kWh and kW usage by month by ope
ating status; operating schedule; and, where appropriate, 
versity, load factors and usage of other fuels.

Observations
The audit database is very detailed, and clearly suc

data are expensive to collect.  An audit typically includes a
initial 2 hour visit, plus a 1 hour return visit to discuss find-
ings with the customer.  Between the two visits the audito
checks inputs, analyzes data, and creates a report.  On a
age 4 audits are completed per person week.  While expe
sive to collect, audit information becomes sunk costs, an
are free to be used for other purposes (e.g. as input to fo
casting models, or for market research).  The data that a
gathered are raw, but the information that can be derive
from these audits is very valuable.  No other source of da
with the exception of end-use metering can provide as mu
detail on end-uses.  In fact, the much more expensive en
use metering may not include information on gas or othe
fuel end-uses.  Thus, these audits provide the best and m
detailed source of data that an organization is likely ever 
have on its customers.

Customer Billing Records
Customer billing records were used primarily to seg

ment industrial customers on the basis of demand level, 
described below.  In the best scenario, billing data from th
most current year(s), would be merged with the audit dat
base to provide the most up-to-date and consistent “sna
shot” of population estimates.  (The audits for this program
spanned the years 1991-1995, and about 1000 B&G aud
are completed a year.)  For logistical reasons (e.g. not 
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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customers in the audit data base could be matched to a
rent billing record), annual energy consumption and seas
peak demand were taken from the audit data base, not
the customer billing records.  For those cases where m
ing was possible, the audit consumption and demand
were found to be reliable.  The peak demand billing d
were used to confirm the veracity of the audit peak dem
data, and were inserted in the analysis database when
historical peak data were unavailable.

Population Frame Data
To employ the post-stratification methodology (i

weighting), as described below, there needs to be a dat
to post-stratify upon.  For this analysis, the database ne
to include observations (or aggregation of observations
every one of the business and government entities in
DP&L service territory.  Data collected from Dun and Br
street met these prerequisites, and these data served 
basis for post-stratifying the audit data.  Dun and Brads
provides economic data, including number of busines
total sales, and total employment by zip code, SIC, and
ployment size category.  DP&L provided XENERGY with
list of zip codes covered by the service territory.  XE
ERGY then obtained the number of businesses, sales
employment category, totaled across these zip codes, b
category.

Observations.  While we utilized the D&B derived
database called MarketPlace as the basis of the sample
there were exceptions.  D&B has the best information
cases where organizations need to be credit-checked to
form business.  However, the information from the D
database was weak in some sectors such as School
Colleges (and Universities).  The three major problems
countered were:

1. for Schools and Colleges, the audit employment
data appeared to be unreliable, often including the
number of students rather than the number of em
ployees;

2. a major university was not included (e.g. Wright
State); and,

3. For some universities the D&B database had en
tries only for a handful of departments, not the
whole university.  (e.g. University of Dayton had
five entries, the largest two being the athletic and
the economics departments, but in no way com
prising the whole campus.)

For these segments we used the number of facil
rather than total employment, as the basis for weight
these business types.  That is, the weight for each scho
college cell was simply the ratio of the number of facilit
listed in D&B to the number in the audit analysis data set

Colleges were split into large and small catego
based upon D&B employment (not audit employment) 
assignment of weights.  For this purpose, facility-spec
data were purchased from D&B for the colleges.  Becaus
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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difficulty matching D&B facility listings to those in the audit
data base, we still did not apply the employment-based
weights to colleges.

In retrospect it would be advisable to substitute an-
other source of sample frame information for the D&B data,
when possible for the problem segments  This would entail
getting another more comprehensive list of sites for a service
territory.  For colleges and universities, this would be as
simple as extracting data from a Barons Guide on colleges
and universities for the towns in the service territory.

Another special case was the Wright Patterson Air
Force Base (WPAFB) for which DP&L had better popula-
tion data than D&B.  A listing of all buildings at Wright
Patterson Air Force Base served as the basis for population
when scaling the audited buildings to the entire facility.  The
list indicated for each building whether an audit had been
conducted, and the total floorspace.  WPAFB was consid-
ered separately from the rest of the DP&L service territory.
WPAFB audits were given a weight based on the amount of
total square feet/audited square feet.  Further, the zip code
associated with WPAFB (45433) was not included in the
definition of the DP&L service territory used to weight the
rest of the business categories.

Audit Data Screening

The primary goal of the audit is to make recommen-
dations of cost-effective energy conservation measures that
can be installed by the customer.  The auditor collects a vast
array of information on energy usage to make such recom-
mendations.  While the data are plentiful, they are not struc-
tured to address the goal of this analysis.  A major effort in
this study was to organize the data in a format appropriate
for our analysis, and to screen the data for possible anoma-
lies.

In general, a single audit record corresponds to a sin-
gle building.  Each audit record is identified by an audit
analysis number.  In cases where multiple buildings were
audited for a single customer at a single location, XEN-
ERGY aggregated the data to the premise level.  The prem-
ise identification number used as the basis for aggregation is
an embedded part of the customer account number.

The aggregation to the premise level was performed
for the following reasons.

• Audit data aggregated to the premise more closely
matched the Dun & Bradstreet database used for post-
stratification.

• The employment variable that was included in the
demographic database was more often consistent with
a premise level, than an account level, rendering of
the database (i.e. premises that had multiple accounts
associated with them more often than not had dupli-
cate employment entries across accounts).
339
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Developing the Primary Analysis Data Set
The goal of the initial data processing was to creat

database that had one observation per premise, conta
demographic information and energy end-use informati
The energy end-use information included data on elec
(Annual kWh, peak winter and summer period diversifi
kW) and non-electric energy (annual therms, oil, coal, wo
usage by end use.  The final end uses included:

• Cooling (broken out from the HVAC file)
• Heating (broken out from the HVAC file)
• Office Equipment (broken out from the Miscella-

neous file)
• Cooking (broken out from the Miscellaneous file)
• Miscellaneous (remainder from the Miscellaneous

file)
• Lighting
• DHW
• Motors
• Refrigerators

Office Equipment, Cooking, and Miscellaneous we
broken out from the original audit Miscellaneous record
Also included in the end use file was efficiency informatio
for motors and lighting measures.

For each audit, the individual end-use measure d
was summed for the building.  These data were then me
with the demographic file, which also consists of one obs
vation per building (audit).  These two files were the
merged.  If a premise consisted of more than one build
then the data were further aggregated to the premise leve

Special Data Processing Issues
Needless to say, there were many “opportunities” 

creative problem solving during the creation of analysis 
taset.  These included:

• Finding subset audits containing information on
the lighting end use only.  These “lighting only”
audits were discarded from further analyses.

• Concluding that audit inputs of key variables
(building type, employment and square footage)
from a handful of auditors were suspect.  These
audits were discarded from further analyses.

• Trying to discern which version of the audit soft-
ware had been used to input audit results.  This
was a major issue as the same building type value
would resolve to a different building type descrip-
tion depending upon the version of the audit soft-
ware.

• Merging data from the audit and billing databases,
when the billing information system database had
been completely changed (including the linking
ID) during the course of the data collection period.

• Imputation of square footage or employment
when either were missing.
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Review of Energy and Demand Intensities
The above “opportunities” made it clear that energ

and demand intensities needed to be reviewed closely. 
ergy and demand intensities were computed for every e
use for every building.  The energy intensity is the annu
energy consumption for the end use divided by the bui
ing’s floorspace (e.g. kWh per square foot).  The dema
intensity is the peak electricity demand divided by th
building’s floorspace, in kW per square foot.  For natur
gas, whole-building energy intensity was computed, 
therms per square foot, but no end-use intensities were 
amined.  Determining end-use intensities for gas were no
goal of this study.

For each building type, we summarized the distrib
tion of each energy and demand intensity across buildings
that type.  The distribution statistics reviewed were min
mum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum
Any building that had an end-use intensity greater than 
times the third quartile was flagged as an anomaly, and 
ferred for closer examination.  Examination of such cas
identified the following common situations.

• Recorded floorspace apparently in error, too low
based on building name, or employment level.  F
example, we found a school with 1,000 square feet.

• High intensity apparently correct, based on type 
activity and equipment.  For example, we found se
eral well houses or pumping stations with small floo
space and large amounts of pumping equipment, 
counting for extreme motors EUI’s.

• Building type apparently in error, as a result of inco
rect coding scheme being applied.

• Uncertain.  Initial review of the information did not
indicate whether or not floorspace or equipment we
likely to be in error.

Anomalous EUI’s in these four categories were ha
dled as follows:

• If the floorspace appears to be in error, but em-
ployment data are available, impute floorspace
based on the employment, and the average square
feet per employee among other buildings of that
type.  Keep the building with the imputed floor-
space, and set the imputation flag.  If employment
data are not available, drop the building.

• If the high intensity appears to be correct, keep the
building without change.

• If the building type appears to be in error, correct
it if possible.  If not, drop the building.

• Small uncertain buildings, which would have little
effect on the final estimates, were left as is, be-
cause final estimates are implicitly weighted by
floorspace.  Large uncertain buildings were re-
viewed by DP&L.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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As an additional check, the largest 10% of buildings
by square footage, accounting for over 40% of the tota
square footage were reviewed by DP&L staff familiar with
the audit procedures and specific sites, whether or not the
were concerns.

Post-Stratification

Because the audited customers are not a random sa
ple of customers, a post-stratification scheme (weighting
needs to be applied to project estimates of the population
energy use and saturation.  The idea of the post-stratificati
scheme is to classify each audit according to size and bui
ing type, then assign a weight to each size-type cell based 
the number of such buildings in the population.  For exam
ple, if the population has 300 medium schools, and the ava
able audit sample has 15, we would assign a weight 
300/15 = 20 to each of the medium-sized schools in the au
sample.

The difficulty with applying this method is that
DP&L’s population of B&G customers are not coded by
building type.  SIC code information is attached to the cus
tomer billing records.  However, DP&L staff indicated that
this information is not reliable, and recommended that it no
be used for this analysis.

XENERGY considered two approaches to developin
post-stratification weights.  One was based on fielding a su
vey to a large sample from the general B&G population
The other made use of existing data available from Dun an
Bradstreet.  The potential improvement in accuracy from
fielding a large survey had the following drawbacks:

• it would be expensive and time consuming;
• it would put a burden on DP&L’s customers;
• it would only be a survey of a sample of custom-

ers; and,
• we would still be left with questions of possible

non-response bias.

As noted above, the post-stratification scheme
adopted relied on the D&B data.

Basic Post-Stratification Approach
Dun and Bradstreet (D&B) data are publicly available

at the aggregate level at no marginal cost.  That is, the on
cost associated with using these data is the cost of the a
lytic effort to query the D&B system to obtain the desired
summaries.  D&B data available for each business includ
employment, 4-digit SIC code, and zip code.  They do no
include floorspace.

We obtained employment totals by SIC group and
employment size categories, summed over all zip codes 
DP&L’s service territory.  The weighting procedure then
proceeded as follows.
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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1. Define business types as groups of SIC’s, roughly corre
sponding to the building type categories defined for thi
analysis.

2. Define employment size categories, separately for eac
business type.  The size categories were set to divid
each business type into three groups of roughly equ
total employment, based on the D&B data.  Exception
were made to ensure that the top size category includ
at least four or five audits.

3. For each business-type/size category c, sum up the total
number of employees EAUDc in audited sites, from the
audit data.

4. For each business-type/size category c, obtain the total
number of employees EDBc in DP&L zip codes, from
D&B.

5. For each business/size category c, calculate the weight
as Rc = EDBc/EAUDc.

6. Assign the weight Wj = Rc for each audit j in busi-
ness/size category c.

An alternative at Step 5 would be to base the weigh
for each business/size category not on total employment b
simply on number of cases.  The difficulty with this ap-
proach is that the units being counted are not the same 
D&B as in the audit system.  D&B has a record for eac
business at each location.  The audit database has a rec
for each building, which we have aggregated to a record fo
each site.  What was ultimately of interest to DP&L is a
count based on the number of accounts, which is the basis
records in the customer information system.

This difference in what is the unit of observation--
premises or businesses--does cause some difficulty in a
signing audits or premises to post-stratification cells.  Fo
example, a large office building with many small tenants
would be assigned to a “large” size cell based on the aud
data.  However, in the D&B data, this building would show
up as several small businesses; the total employment wou
appear in the “small” category.

A general difficulty with any post-stratification
scheme is that it may lead to extremely high weights fo
certain cells if the audit data happen to have very few cas
in those cells, but the population is large.  This possibility
can lead to high-variance estimates.  That is, the estimat
could be very sensitive to a few cases with extreme weight
To limit the potential for extreme weights resulting in unsta
ble estimates, we specified a minimum sample size of fou
for each cell.  (An exception was made for colleges, wher
the three largest in the audit data base were substantia
larger than the others.)  We also reviewed the weights pr
duced by the procedure outlined above, and determined th
there were no excessively large weights associated with lar
customers, which could cause unstable estimates.
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The post stratification weights were based upon 
following business categories:

• Agricultural
• Amusement & Recreation
• Apartment
• Auto Related
• Business Service
• College-Small
• College-Large
• Electric, Gas, Sanitary
• Food Store
• Furniture Stores
• Government
• Health Services
• Hotel/Motel
• Industrial, Machinery & Equipment
• Industrial
• Membership Organizations
• Miscellaneous
• Office
• Personal Service
• Restaurant
• Retail
• Schools
• Transportation
• Weight Patterson Air Force Base
• Wholesale

Estimation

The weights are computed separately for each stra
cation cell, and assigned to each audit in that cell.  A ce
defined by the post-stratification business type and size c
gory.

Estimates for this study are computed not by strat
cation cell, but by segment.  Although some of the segm
names are the same as some of the business type nam
audit in a particular business type post-stratification categ
would not necessarily be in the building type of the sa
name, and vice versa.  For example, an audited building 
an SIC designation of Industrial might have a building ty
Office or Warehouse.

Once the weights are assigned to each audit on the
sis of the business type/size post-stratification, the p
stratification cells are not used in the remainder of the an
sis.  Instead, estimates are computed by reporting segm
which are building types.

Computation of Weighted Totals
The weights Wj assigned to each audit j are used to

compute each aggregate estimate for each segment of in
est.  Specifically, for any variable x, the total of x over the
population in a given segment S is estimated as:
342
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For example, the total cooling electricity consumptio
in office buildings was computed as:

ACkWhOFFICE = [ΣjεOFFICE (ACkWhj)(Wj)].

where ACkWhj is the annual electricity for cooling for
premise j, from the EAS data.

Likewise, the total floorspace of office buildings i
given by

SQFTOFFICE = [ΣjεOFFICE (SQFTj)(Wj)].

where SQFTj is the floorspace of premise j, from the
EAS data.

End-Use Intensities
End-Use intensities (EUI) are the ratios of total e

ergy or demand in a segment to the total floorspace in 
segment.  For example, the cooling EUI for office building
ACEUIOFFICE  is

ACEUI ACkWh SQFT

ACkWh W

SQFT W

OFFICE OFFICE OFFICE

j OFFICE
j j

j OFFICE
j j

=

=




















∑

∑

/

( )( ) /

( )( ) .
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ε

(Note that the weights Wj, which appear in both the
numerator and denominator of the EUI equation do not c
cel out, because they are not constant across different audj
in the summations.)

Fuel Shares
The fuel share for a fuel f and end use u is the propor-

tion of the floorspace in a segment b contained in buildings
that use that fuel for that end use.

FSbuf = SQFTbuf/SQFTb.

Comparison of Sector Weighted
Total with DP&L Total

The post-stratification method based on D&B da
was used because we did not know the number of DP
customers in each segment/size category.  However, we
know the total consumption for DP&L’s B&G sector.  As 
check on the overall weighting procedure, we compared t
known total with the weighted total computed from the EA
data as described above.  The weighting expands the a
data according to the 1996 customer profile, as descri
above.  We estimated that DP&L B&G total for 1996 by in
1997 Energy Evaluation Conference, Chicago
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creasing the 1995 total by 3.4 percent, the average ann
rate of increase from 1993 to 1995.  The audit weighted tot
was 10.7% higher than the adjusted DP&L total.  The resu
indicates moderately good agreement of the weighted to
with the known DP&L B&G total.

Conclusions

This study demonstrated that substantial informatio
about customers can be developed by mining existing da
sets collected for other purposes.  A key to the developme
of the estimates presented here was the post-stratificati
using Dun and Bradstreet data.  This step was necessary 
cause of the low confidence DP&L staff had in the SIC clas
sifications of their customers.  This is a problem many utili
ties share.

The post-stratification scheme worked well.  The re
sults for the various segments were reasonable.  This jud
ment is based on our experience with similar studies, as w
as comparisons with national data.  We compared the inte
sities and end-use fuel shares for the different segments w
data from the Energy Information Administration’s Com-
mercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey for the Eas
North Central Census Division, and found no major anoma
lies.

While the methods developed here were effective, an
provided good quality results with valuable detail, the proc
ess is not without costs.  Considerable time was spent r
solving inconsistencies and developing a clear understandi
of the data’s interpretation and limitations.  In this process
the involvement of DP&L staff who were intimately familiar
with the data collection process and system was critical.
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As some final “sound bite” recommendations:

• Don’t survey your customers a second time whe
valuable information is already available.

• Leverage what you have.  While data from thes
audits was not perfect, it was much better than t
alternative, nothing.

• Consider other ways of integrating data available 
you within the utility.  Data gathered from monthly
billing databases or automatic meter readers can 
incredibly valuable in triangulating the usage est
mated from audits.

• Understand the benefits and limitations of usin
audited data.  Gauge what percentage of the lo
you have covered in your audits.  If you have only
few customers (or a small fraction of the squar
footage) for a certain building type keep in mind tha
you should be less confident in your estimates.

• If you are going to try to transform dusty, self
selected audits into shiny new population estimate
someone who was intimately involved in the audi
must continue to be involved in the analysis to re
solve the many issues that are bound to arise.
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